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Royal Society of Chemistry
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Our purpose is to help the chemical science 

community make the world a better place.

Our vision is a world in which the chemical 

sciences fulfil their potential as a force for good.

Part of our mission is to provide the opportunities 

and tools for the chemical science community to 

network, create and exchange knowledge, adapt 

and thrive.



Royal Society of Chemistry:  Publishing
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Our Open Access Timeline
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‘Gold for Gold’ introduced

Chemical Science becomes OA

World’s largest chemistry journal, 
RSC Advances, becomes OA

Read & Publish (R&P) model 
launched

First North American R&P deal (RSC & MIT)

RSC becomes partner 
society in ChemRxiv

2015 2016 2017 20182012 2021 2022 2028

100% OA for RSC-owned journals

RSC publishes 18 fully OA journals

2023

RSC commits to 100% OA

2024

New OA consortium 
model RSC Platinum

RSC journals
gain  
“Transformative 
Journal “ status



Plan S; a catalyst for change



Open Access is the future
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66

• The publishing landscape is moving further and further towards a fully Open Access 

environment

• All cOAlition S and UKRI funded research now Open Access. Plan S 

funding for ‘Transformative Journals’ and Transformative 

Agreements ends in 2024

• The US will require immediate access to federally funded research 

after it is published, starting in 2026

• Japan will require immediate access to research after it is 

published, starting in 2025

• Librarians are experimenting and publishers are adapting and 

transitioning

• The question is no longer if Open Access, but when (and how).

A guide to Plan S: the open-access initiative 
shaking up science publishing (nature.com)

https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-021-00883-6
https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-021-00883-6


Our vision of an Open Access future

The RSC has committed to achieving 100% Open Access by 2028.

Everyone, everywhere has the same potential to access critical knowledge and 

build upon it, accelerating the pace of innovation and discovery

Authors should not be paying for Open Access; libraries, governments and 

funders should reinvest subscription funds to cover these costs through new Open 

Access business models

A global understanding that Open Access = quality, integrity and transparency 



Co-developing our Open Access Future

Our goal is a sustainable transition to 100% OA

Partnering with librarians and institutions to develop new OA models that 

work for them and for their researcher (our authors)

• We want to transform our current institutional deals to new OA 

models that cover as much of our global author community as possible

• Throughout 2023-2024 we will engage with our international partners to 

evolve these new models, to understand their priorities, requirements and 

goals for OA; our aim is to move away from models that rely solely on 

authors paying article processing charges
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Significant regional variation in OA*
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Closed Access/
Subscriptions

Fully Open 
Access

Open Access prevailsClose Access/Subscriptions prevail

Year 2000

Closed Access/
Subscriptions

Europe

USA

Japan

China

India

*from a policy/government mandate perspective, author behaviour and institutional 
readiness/infrastructure may lag behind



Significant regional variation in OA*
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Closed Access/
Subscriptions

Fully Open 
Access

Open Access prevailsClose Access/Subscriptions prevail

Europe

USA

Japan

China

India

Year 2023

*from a policy/government mandate perspective, author behaviour and institutional 
readiness/infrastructure may lag behind



Global shifts towards OA?
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Closed Access/
Subscriptions

Fully Open 
Access

Open Access prevailsClose Access/Subscriptions prevail

Year 2028

EuropeUSAJapan

China

India

*from a policy/government mandate perspective, author behaviour and institutional 
readiness/infrastructure may lag behind



Our Open Access Roadmap
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2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028

Exploratory Phase
Implementation 

Phase
Transition

100% 
OA

Scoping & 
community 

engagement

Model(s) 
Development

Model(s) roll out

Planning Customer & community engagement (region specific)

Data 
gathering

New OA models co-development with customers 
(regional specific)

TA* agreements

Pilots of new OA agreements

Conversion to new OA models

*Transformative agreements



A phased and regional approach
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Phase 1 (2023) Phase 2 (2024-2027) Phase 3 (2028 …)

subscriptions

TA’s 

subscriptions

TA’s

New OA models New OA models

APCs APCs APCsAuthor facing APCs

Institutional 
Agreements 

Taking a regional approach to engagement and model development



Co-developing an Open Access Future

• New consortium model- RSC Platinum. Four-year agreement supports 
authors and readers at 77 institutions in Germany.

• An agreement designed to support a fully OA future, which delivers 
shared goals of equity for German institutions and a community approach

• 3 components to the agreement
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Royal Society of Chemistry and 
TIB co-create next generation 
Open Access consortium model 
(rsc.org)

Community Component
The more institutions that 
participate the better the 

rate for participating 
institutions

https://www.rsc.org/news-events/articles/2024/jan/rsc-tib-agreement/
https://www.rsc.org/news-events/articles/2024/jan/rsc-tib-agreement/
https://www.rsc.org/news-events/articles/2024/jan/rsc-tib-agreement/
https://www.rsc.org/news-events/articles/2024/jan/rsc-tib-agreement/


What have we learnt?

• A clear commitment to an OA future enabled positive customer 

collaborations

• Partnership with our customers is everything

• Dedicated resources and close working between editorial and sales

• The importance of setting our OA transition as an organisational priority

• The challenges of a global transition
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